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            Abstract
Gene duplication is a common and powerful mechanism by which cells create new signalling pathways1,2, but recently duplicated proteins typically must become insulated from each other and from other paralogues to prevent unwanted crosstalk3. A similar challenge arises when new sensors or synthetic signalling pathways are engineered within cells or transferred between genomes. How easily new pathways can be introduced into cells depends on the density and distribution of paralogous pathways in the sequence space that is defined by their specificity-determining residues4,5. Here we directly investigate how crowded this sequence space is, by generating novel two-component signalling proteins in Escherichia coli using cell sorting coupled to deepÂ sequencing to analyse large libraries designed on the basis of coevolutionary patterns. We produce 58Â insulated pathwaysÂ comprising functional kinaseâ€“substrate pairs that have different specificities than their parent proteins, and demonstrate that several of these new pairs are orthogonal to all 27Â paralogous pathways in E.Â coli. Additionally, from the kinaseâ€“substrate pairs generated, we identify sets consisting of six pairs that are mutually orthogonal to each other, which considerably increases the two-component signalling capacity of E.Â coli. These results indicate that sequence space is not densely occupied. The relative sparsity of paralogues in sequence space suggests that new insulated pathways can arise easily during evolution, or be designed de novo. We demonstrate the latter by engineering a signalling pathway in E.Â coli that responds to a plant cytokinin, without crosstalk to extant pathways. Our work also demonstrates how coevolution-guided mutagenesis and the mapping of sequence space can be used to design large sets of orthogonal proteinâ€“protein interactions.
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                    Fig. 1: Probing the density of paralogues in sequence space by building new orthogonal pairs of signalling proteins.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Orthogonality of selected pairs of PhoQâ€“PhoP variants.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Identification of sets of orthogonal signalling proteins.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Construction of an insulated sensor.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Datasets generated during this study have been deposited in GEO. Raw reads and processed sort-seq analysis of each mutant can be found under accession numbers GSE120780 (degenerate PhoQâ€“PhoP library) and GSE120786 (combinatorial library of 79 PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variants). Raw reads and reads per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM) for all E.Â coli genes from RNA-seq are deposited with accession number GSE128611.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Bioinformatic and coevolutionary analysis of two-component signalling systems.
a, Schematic illustrating the challenge of identifying HK*â€“RR* pairs that are orthogonal to all endogenous histidine kinases and response regulators. For both histidine kinases and response regulators, the specificity-determining residues define a finite sequence space. The specificity-determining residues of each histidine kinase determine the set of response regulators with which it can interact. These sets, or niches in sequence space, are depicted as ovals, and each cognate response regulator is represented by a black dot (bottom left). A similar representation is shown for each response regulator and the set of histidine kinases with which it can interact (top right). The two sequence spaces are connected, as depicted with coloured cones for a single histidine kinaseâ€“response regulator pair. The establishment of a new signalling pathway that is orthogonal to existing systems requires that the two new proteins are compatible with each other, but occupy regions of histidine-kinase and response-regulator specificity space that are incompatible with all of the paralogues that are already present. b, Schematic summarizing the endogenous two-component pathways in E.Â coli to which a new orthogonal pathway must avoid crosstalk. c, Diagram of the DHp domain of the histidine kinase TM0853 (blue) in complex with its cognate response regulator RR0468 (green). Residues that dictate specificity, and which were randomized in our libraries, are space-filled in orange (kinase) and red (substrate). d, Plot summarizing the number of histidine kinases and response regulators in bacterial genomes. e, Visualization of the GREMLIN model, representing the coevolutionary dependencies between the residues of cognate histidine kinases and response regulators. Blue nodes indicate PhoQ residues, green nodes indicate PhoP residues and the darker nodes are the 11Â residues that were randomized in the dual PhoQâ€“PhoP library. Edge widths indicate the strength of theÂ coevolutionary signal, and the node size of each residue represents the total coevolutionary signal to residues on the other protein.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Summary statistics for the dual PhoQâ€“PhoP library.
a, Schematic summary of library design. b, Left, histogram of the read counts for the pre-selection PhoQâ€“PhoP library. The vast majority of reads are unique, which indicates that the library size is larger than Illumina sequencing coverage and no variants are overrepresented. Right, histogram of the read counts for one replicate of the PhoQâ€“PhoP library after overnight growth in low Mg2+ conditions. c, Counts of cells sorted into each bin, for each replicate and growth condition. d, The cells sorted into each bin were grown overnight, diluted back to mid-exponential phase, shifted to medium with 10Â Î¼M Mg2+ and their YFP levels were verified by flow cytometry. nÂ =Â 2Â independent biological replicates. e, As in d, but with cells retained in medium with 50Â mM Mg2+. nÂ =Â 2Â independent biological replicates. f, Scatter plots displaying the correlations between the bin frequencies of individual variant pairs measured in independent replicates. Only 106 data points are shown for clarity. R2 values indicate the Pearson correlation coefficients, calculated using all data points. g, As in f, but displaying only the 10,595Â variants with sufficient sequencing coverage and fit quality (Methods) to be included in the analysis. h, Scatter plot displaying the Pearson correlation between the YFP fold induction measured by sort-seq and that measured individually by flow cytometry for 32Â individual variant pairs. i, Sequence logos summarizing the amino acid frequencies at each position varied in the pre-selected library (top), set of pairs with >20-fold induction (middle) and all native histidine kinaseâ€“response regulator pairs (bottom). The residues found at these positions in wild-type PhoQ and PhoP are listed below. j, The FACS gating strategy for isolating single live cells for quantification of YFP expression.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Sensitivity of sort-seq pipeline to read coverage.
a, Histogram of the total read counts for the 10,595Â variants with sufficient coverage and fit quality to be included in analysis. b, A schematic example of the downsampling method used to simulate low read coverage using variants with high read coverage. c, Fold induction of high-coverage functional PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variants (fold induction >20) after simulating lower read coverage using downsampling and refitting. nÂ =Â 100Â independent downsampling simulations. d, A quantification of how read coverage in c affects the calculated fold induction of functional variants. The fraction of functional variants that continue to display high fold induction at lower read coverage is plotted with respect to read coverage. e, As in c, but for nonfunctional (fold inductionÂ <Â 20) PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pairs with high read coverage. nÂ =Â 100Â independent downsampling simulations. f, As in d, but for nonfunctional variants. The fraction of nonfunctional variants that continue to display low fold induction at lower read coverage is plotted with respect to read coverage.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Additional in vitro characterizations of selected PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pairs.
a, Phosphotransfer reactions for PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variants, as well as PhoQ* with wild-type PhoP (middle) and wild-type PhoQ with PhoP* (right). These experiments were repeated independently twice with similar results. b, Quantification of phosphatase activity for PhoQ1*,PhoQ5*,PhoQ12* and PhoQ14*, as in Fig. 2c. Lines indicate meanÂ Â±Â s.d. from nÂ =Â 3Â biological replicates. c, Phosphotransfer profiles of wild-type PhoQ (top) and three PhoQ* variants, as in Fig. 2d, but for 60Â min and 5Â min instead of just 5Â min. In each case, the kinase was autophosphorylated and then incubated for 5 or 60Â min individually with each of 27Â response regulators from E.Â coli, and its selected PhoP* variant, followed by SDSâ€“PAGE and autoradiography. The position of the autophosphorylated kinase and the approximate positions of any phosphorylated regulators are indicated by arrowheads on the left. These experiments were repeated independently twice with similar results.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Insulation of E.Â coli histidine kinases from PhoP* variants.
aâ€“e, Phosphotransfer profiles of five histidine kinases endogenous to E.Â coli: EnvZ (a), RstB (b), CreC (c), CpxA (d) and PhoR (e). In each case, the kinase was autophosphorylated, then incubated for 5 or 60 min. with its cognate response regulator, with wild-type PhoP, or with one of eleven PhoP* variants, and analysed as in Extended Data Fig. 4. nÂ =Â 1 independent experiment.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Insulation of PhoQ* variants from E.Â coli response regulators, with respect to phosphatase activity.
a, Phosphatase activity of PhoQ was assessed by measuring the decay of phosphorylated response regulators. Twelve E.Â coli response regulators were selected for their ability to be stably phosphorylated in vitro by a cocktail of six E.Â coli histidine kinases (CreC, RstA, PhoR, PhoP, EnvZ and CpxA, each at 250Â nM). After 2Â h of pre-incubation with radiolabelled ATP and this kinase cocktail, each regulator was combined with 2Â mM PhoQ and the phosphorylation state of the regulators was measured after 0, 60 and 120Â min. nÂ =Â 1Â independent experiment. b, Phosphatase profiles conducted as in a for PhoP* variants. Quantification of wild-type PhoP and PhoP* variant phosphorylation (normalized to 0Â h (tÂ =Â 0) to display decay) is plotted on the right. nÂ =Â 1Â independent experiment. c, Phosphatase profiles conducted as in a for PhoQ* variants. nÂ =Â 1Â independent experiment. d, Ratio of response regulator phosphorylation between phosphatase profiles with PhoQ* variants (c) and wild-type PhoQ (a, b).


Extended Data Fig. 7 RNA-seq analysis of strains containing PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variants.
a, RNA-seq analysis of strains containing wild-type PhoQâ€“PhoP or the indicated variant pair, measured after 30Â min with 10Â Î¼M or 50Â mM Mg2+. Each strain displays a similar Mg2+-limitation induction of three genes (mgtA, mgtL and mgrB) in the PhoP regulon, as well as the PhoP-dependent reporter gene yfp. b, The expression change of each response-regulator and histidine-kinase gene in E.Â coli. Colours represent the fold change (expressed in log2) in the response to low extracellular Mg2+. rstA and rstB are part of the PhoP regulon, and so show changes in transcription after activation of PhoQ or of several PhoQ* variants. Otherwise, most two-component pathways show little induction by the wild-type PhoQâ€“PhoP and the PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pairs. c, The same data as in b, but with the fold change of each variant pair normalized to the fold change seen with wild-type PhoQâ€“PhoP, in which the latter is the geometric mean of two wild-type replicates. d, PÂ values of the z-score calculated for each value in c. For each gene and each variant, z-scores represent the deviation of the variant/wild-type ratio of that gene, when compared to the distribution of the variant/wild-type ratio of every gene. Using all E.Â coli genes with reads across multiple samples (nÂ =Â 3,477), P values were calculated with a one-tailed z-test to identify genes that induced more strongly with the variant pairs than with the wild-type pair. The statistical significance threshold after correcting for multiple hypothesis testing is indicated on the colour legend that encodes the P values. None of the other two-component signalling genes in E.Â coli is significantly induced by the variant PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pairs that we tested.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Additional characterization of orthogonal sets of PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variant pairs.
a, Reproducibility of replicates for the combinatorial library in Fig. 3a. Correlations between bin frequencies of individual variant pairs measured in independent replicates. R2 values indicate the Pearson correlation coefficients, calculated using all data points (nÂ =Â 210,319Â variant pairs). b, Counts of cells sorted into each bin, for each replicate and growth condition. c, Functional PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variants that are orthogonal to wild-type PhoQ and PhoP. The fold-induction values, taken from the matrix in Fig. 3a, measured by sort-seq for the variant pairs indicated in each row, either together (far right column of the heat map) or with a wild-type protein (middle two columns), compared to the wild-type pair (far left column). d, Number of unique sets of various sizes of orthogonal PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pairs, for various thresholds of activity and crosstalk. e, Frequency of each PhoQ* (top) or PhoP* (bottom) variant within the orthogonal sets of various sizes (fold induction >15, crosstalk <6). f, Phosphatase- and kinase-locked variants of PhoQ were identified by fusing the catalytic DHpâ€“CA domains to the leucine zipper GCN4 at different fusion sites (Methods). g, Phosphatase-locked PhoQ15* is sufficient to suppress nonspecific phosphotransfer from wild-type PhoQ to PhoP15*. h, Heat map as in Fig. 3a, but restricted to variants that retain an interaction (fold inductionÂ >Â 10) with wild-type PhoQ and PhoP, which are shown in red. i, j, Orthogonal sets of PhoQ* and PhoP* variants that, similar to the set in Fig. 3h, comprise exclusively proteins that retain interactions with the parent PhoQ and PhoP. k, Number of unique sets of various sizes of orthogonal PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pairs in which all variants retain an interaction (fold inductionÂ >Â 10) with wild-type PhoP and PhoQ.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Specificity residues of novel PhoQ*â€“PhoP* pathways are distinct from all extant two-component signalling interfaces.
a, Hamming distance was calculated between the 11Â specificity residues of each PhoQ*â€“PhoP* variant pair, and the 11Â specificity residues of wild-type PhoQâ€“PhoP, the two-component signalling paralogues in E.Â coli or all extant two-component signalling proteins. When comparing two sets, all distances between all members of both sets are plotted. b, Force-directed graph representing the sequence space of histidine kinases. Each node represents a single histidine kinase, with the relative positions reflecting the similarity of their interface residues (Methods). Coloured nodes highlight specific sets of kinases, as indicated in the legend.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Global insulation of the AQ4*â€“PhoP4* chimeric signalling pathway.
a, Phosphotransfer profile of PhoQ4*. PhoQ4* was autophosphorylated and then incubated for 5 and 60Â min with each of 27Â response regulators from E.Â coli and with PhoP4*, as in Extended Data Fig. 4c. This experiment was repeated independently twice with similar results. b, c, RNA-seq analysis, as in Extended Data Fig. 7b, c, of strains that express AQ4* and either wild-type PhoP or PhoP4* (measured after 30Â min induction with 0Â mM or 1Â mM trans-zeatin). b, The PhoP-regulated genes yfp, mgtL and mgrB are induced by trans-zeatin only when AQ4* is paired with PhoP4*. c, The expression change of all response regulators and histidine kinases (fold change in response to 10Â mM Mg2+ or 1Â mM trans-zeatin).
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